LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
International Congress and Exhibition Forum
"Construction, Energy, Special Equipment, Security"
Collective stands:
№

Company Name

Activity Description

№
Booth
D5

Russia

Country

1.

JSC “Krasnoyarsk Regional Agency
for the Support of Small and Medium
Business and Microfinance
Organization”

It provides services for participation
in interregional and international
exhibitions, business missions, the
preparation of international contracts,
transaction support, verification of the
business reputation of the
counterparty, etc.

2.

ANO “Export Center of the Yaroslavl
Region”

ANO “Export Center of the Yaroslavl
Region” supports export-oriented
enterprises with the assistance of the
infrastructure of the Ministry of
Economic Development of the
Russian Federation.

N2

Russia

An autonomous non-profit
organization created to provide
information-analytical, consulting and
organizational support for the export
activities of small and medium-sized
businesses in the Vladimir region

H2

Russia

Organization and holding of
conferences, exhibitions, fairs for
small and medium-sized businesses.
Attracting investment for the
implementation of entrepreneurial
projects SMISP Novosibirsk region

L4

Russia

3.
ANO “Center for export support of the
Vladimir region”

4.

ANO “Center for export support of the
Novosibirsk region”

5.

Lipetsk Region Export Support Center

Lipetsk Region Center for
Coordination of Export-oriented
SMEs Support (Lipetsk Region
Export Support Center) invites you to
participate in business-missions,
exhibitions and seminars.
The main aims of Export Support
Center:
to involve SMEs in export
activities;
to assist in SMEs’ entering to
foreign commodities, services and
technologies markets
to promote SMEs’
competitiveness and operating
efficiency

С2

Russia

LIST of Exhibitors KyrgyzBuild 2019
International Specialized Construction and Interior Exhibition
№
1.

Company Name

Service

№
Booth

Country

LLC “Bintek”
Kyrgyzstan

Pumps, circulation pulsers, pipes and
fitting, irrigation systems, lamp UF
G1
Sewage treatment plant.

2.

LLC “PolimerMetall-T”

Sandwich panel, metal tile, professional
leaf, block modules, strip, profile

Kazakhstan
J4

3.

LLC “GAZTORG”

Heating, gas equipment. Systems of an
independent gas signaling, dispatching
of
gas signaling devices. Design of
systems of gas heating,монтаж,
сервисное обслуживание.

Kyrgyzstan,
Italy, Russia

M7

САРАТОВСКАЯ ГАЗОВАЯ
КОМПАНИЯ
4.

LLC “Steklostroy”

Glass partitions of any types.
Kyrgyzstan
N1

5.

VERIRS

Kyrgyzstan
Turkey
Germany
Russia Belarus
Turkey

Inorganic pigments; Polymeric and
powder paints;
Equipment for PPK dusting;
chemical additives in concrete,
softeners and antifrosty additives,
manual and automatic transfer lines for
polymerization of PPK, chemistry for
preparation of a surface of metal
D1

6.

7.

LLC “BiAst”

ZZBO
LLC “Zlatoust Plant of the
concrete-mixing Equipment”

Modular metalwork and sandwich
panel. Development and production of a
qualitative product for further
promoting of buildings of commercial
and noncommercial appointment from
the VULTURE panels and realization
the VULTURE panels in the territory of
Kyrgyzstan.

Kyrgyzstan

K7

Russia
Working out and production of the
concrete- mixing equipment
E1

8.

Ltd “NTEK”

Polyurethane foam

Kyrgyzstan
USA
Canada
E2

9.

10.

LLC “AQUAPLAST”

GSС “Mogilevliftmash”

Treatment Facility Systems, food water
tanks production, pools, fountains,
fishing industry.

Kyrgyzstan
Street

Hoisting-and-transport equipment

Belarus

K5

11.

12.

LLC “ELEMENT”

LTD “LockStock”

Pipe and rolled isolation from the made
foam polyethylene
Pipe and rolled isolation from the made
foam rubber
Previously isolated pipelines from
polybutene Mineral wool (basalt)
Mineral cylinders (basalt)

Kyrgyzstan
Russia
K4

Door accessories (locks, handles)

Kazakhstan
M6

13.

LTD “Walls Décor” TM Silk Plaster

Silk Plaster

Kazakhstan

K1

14.

15.

LLC "AKPEC Design"

Sale of construction and finishing
materials from wood, paint and varnish
production, industrial and joiner's glues,
fasteners. Design and "turnkey"
construction of wooden houses, baths,
arbors, canopies, etc. small architectural
forms.
Construction of what houses from the
glued, rounded and also pro thinned out
bar.

Kyrgyzstan
Germany
Czechs Russia
Finland
B6

GTH LLP "Tekhnod Germaniya"

Gas-blocks, unquenchable lime,
crushed stone

Kyrgyzstan
Kazakhstan
G4

16.

JSC “Tizol”

Production of nonflammable warm
sound-proof materials and the systems of
constructive fire protection on the basis
of basalt

Russia
Kyrgyzstan
B5

17.

“Akron-Polimer” LLC

Мanufacturer of building materials with
a new technology of polymer-sand
composition

Russia

B8

18.

LLC “INGCO”
Power tools, water pumps, pumping
stations, tanks and filters, hand tools,
gas boilers, water heaters, batteries and
spare parts

19.

LLC "Decor Idea"

Kyrgyzstan
China
UAE
L5

Workshop "Decor Idea" is an
environmentally friendly decorative
coatings "DECORAZZA", interior and
facade paint premium "OLSTA".

Kyrgyzstan
Russia
M4

20.

“Rikaz” LLP

Kazakhstan
Switzerland
Supply a wide range of professional
equipment and tools.
Manufacture and sale of equipment for
welding plastics

O5

21.

“ES Technology” LLC

Supply of industrial climate equipment.
Design, installation and maintenance of
ventilation systems, heating and air
conditioning, as well as for electrical
and plumbing works

Kyrgyzstan

K6

22.

“Instrument-Import” LLP

Kazakhstan
Russia China
Canada

Construction tools, drills, drills, cutting,
grinding and grinding wheels, power
tools, bitumen mastic.

M5

23.

SD Systems

Kyrgyzstan
Specializes in the production and
installation of heat pumps.
C1

24.

LLP "Nedex Almaty"

Kazakhstan
Accessories for double-glazed windows
M2

25.

LLP «FORES»

Kazakhstan
Window and door fittings
M2

26.
Deryaplastik

27.

Leading company producing high quality
plastic pipes, fittings, suspended ceilings,
window sills and electrical cables in
Turkmenistan

Turkmenistan

O4

SWISS KRONO (KRONOSTAR)
distributor in Kyrgyzstan KRONO.KG
Russia
Kyrgyzstan
Laminated floors (KRONOSTAR),
Laminated chipboard (SWISSKRONO)

28.

29.

ТОО “МЕСА”

ОсОО “DSKA Engineering”

Produces - scaffolding, telescopic
racks, formwork systems, accessories,
steel doors, exclusive
metal door models, fire doors.

D3

Kazakhstan
D4

Kyrgyzstan
Construction of frame houses and
buildings
M1

30.

LLC "Glassland Company"

Kyrgyzstan
The network of retail and wholesale
glass more than 65 species
I1

31.

“Stroypark” LLC

32.
NPF “Adhesiv” LLC

33.

LLC “Akrilan”

Is a modern full-format
European type shopping center,
where all conditions are
created for the trade in
construction, household goods,
furniture for the home.
"Stroypark" is the official
distributor of more than 150
famous European and Russian
factories supplying building
and finishing materials to
Kyrgyz Republic

Russian developer and manufacturer of
polyurethane systems for industrial and
household purposes.
The Company specializes in
formulation and production of
polymeric self-leveling floors,
sealants and adhesives, compounds
and polyurethane elastomer products
used in construction, automobile,
mining, metallurgy, shipbuilding, and
other industries
Produces aqueous dispersion of acrylic
copolymers used in the production of:
- water-base paints and varnishes;
- acrylic adhesives and sealants for
various purposes;
- liquid waterproofing;
- non-woven fabrics and glass mesh;
- coated paper and cardboard.

Kyrgyzstan

D7

Russia
H2

Russia

H2

34.

Russia

“Lammin” LLC
Russian manufacturer of polypropylene
pipes and fittings, polyethylene pipes
for floor heating, a supplier of heating
radiators and accessories.

35.

LLC

"Protek

H2

Trade"
The official representative in
Kyrgyzstan, the company Gerflor - a
leading manufacturer of flooring

Russia
Kyrgyzstan
J2

36.
Kyrgyzstan
Kazakhstan

OsOO “Pervaya okonnaya”
Production and installation of
aluminum and PVC translucent
structures

37.

SAHINLER METAL MAK. END.
A.S.

Turkey
Producing different type of Plate
Bending, Profile Bending, Hydraulic
Steelworker, Press and Sheet Metal
Working Machines

38.

N4

О7

ILBIRSTONE Mosaic studio
Production of various mosaics of
natural stones - marble, travertine,
limestone and others.
Mosaic of natural stones is used for
interior decoration of hotels,
restaurants, private houses.

Kyrgyzstan

K3

39.

DAEHANENVIRONMENTENGINE
ERING.CO., LTD

Kyrgyzstan
South Korea
High-tech sewage treatment plant from
Korea

G2

40.
Russia
CEO "Rapid Building"
Steel buildings
for business

41.
ECOVATA-SIBERIA LLC

42.

Development of LUCHEX material:
innovative cellulose thermal insulating
and sound-proofing boards;
Research and development projects in
insulating materials;
Innovative cellulose insulating material
LUCHEX eco and LUCHEX elite
Ready-made business and sale of
LUCHEX franchise

D5

Russia

D5

Salon PREMIERE
Kyrgyzstan
Russia
Salon network of first-class finishing
materials. An exclusive representative
of such well-known brands as
Europlast®, Milassa®, Loymina®,
Artpole®, Ecowood®, Derufa®,
Ortograf®, Hostorie & Harmony® and
Finex.

А1

Kyrgyzstan
Russia

43.

JSC "Besser-CA"
Paving production

44.

Kyrgyzstan
Russia

OsOO BRR STORY
The company is the official Distributor
of NPO "Hydrol - Roofing" of the
Russian Federation. Moscow.
The company has a third-level license
for construction and provides a wide
range of building services.

45.

46.

L2

LLC "Group of Companies"
LipetskProfil "

LLC "Building New Energy Saving
Technologies" ("STROYNET")

С1

Russia
The activity is focused on the
production and sale of profile products
using cold stamping or bending
(corrugated metal, metal tile, sandwich
panels, additional elements, strips

C2

Russia
Production of water infrared heating /
cooling panels "TEPLOPANEL",
water ceiling climate cassettes, electric
ceiling thermopanels.

C2

Russia

47.
LLC Electroma
Manufacturing company specializing
in the production of self-adhesive
materials and industrial labeling

C2

48.
Group of companies "EnergoAlyans"

49.

Supplies and production of tools and
equipment for welding, cutting and
drilling industrial metal. Construction
of sites for processing and increasing
the wear resistance of products from
metals, hard alloys and artificial
diamond.

Russia

C2

Russia

VAKIO
The Company is to create compact
devices for ventilation of apartments,
houses and offices with air purification
and heating, available to the mass
customer, economical in operation,
reliable and convenient.

L4

Russia

50.
RESFORM MONOLITH

51.

52.

Construction company "Lorica"

Our company has its own production of
formwork systems. The maximum
compatibility of our products with
manufacturers such as Doka, Peri, Dak,
Gamma, Kramos and many other
plants has been achieved.
“Sibalux” is a well-known Russian
manufacturer, one of the five best
enterprises for creating fire-resistant
aluminum and steel composite panels.
The products of the plant is a universal
facade material with an unlimited
range of applications.

L4

Russia

L4

"KazInterCool" LLP
The official distributor of Mitsubishi
Electric in Central Asia - is a team of
professionals in the field of creating the
ideal climate. For the past 20 years, we
have been successfully working in the
market of climate systems, and we
provide a high level of service,
showing a stable level of development.

Kazakhstan
Japan
Corres
ponde
nce
Partici
pation

53.

LLC "Forward Build"

Kyrgyzstan
Korea
Great Britain
Floor coverings for any premises

54.
"Yaroslavskie Kraski Association"
JSC

55.
JSC "Trading House "Krasny Mayak "

56.

"Yarstroytechnika" OJSC

The company develops and offers
consumers modern and high-quality
paintwork materials that meet all the
technological and environmental
requirements, as well as the needs of
consumers with very different levels of
wishes for the quality of paintwork
materials.
The Company is the exclusive
distributor of the largest Russian
developer and manufacturer of
electromechanical vibrators of PJSC"
Yaroslavl Plant "Krasny Mayak" and
offers a full range of products
manufactured by the plant:
• Surface vibrators
• Immersion vibrators
• Vibration equipment,
• Auxiliary equipment,
• Three-phase asynchronous engines,
• Flexible plumbing shafts. In addition,
the JSC "Trading House"Krasny
Mayak "offers a comprehensive supply
of a wide range of construction and
industrial equipment.
Production of metal structures of any
complexity, metal products, by
customer's drawings too.
Production of construction equipment,
concrete mixers, mixing units, concrete
mixing and mixing plants, with modern
automatic control system, automated
cement-handling air pumps with a
capacity of 30-60 tons / hour, dosing
complexes, screw feeders of various
diameters and lengths, station of
unpacking and packing of "Big bags".

G4

Russia

N2

Russia

N2

Russia

N2

57.

MONOLIT Business center

58.
EGEPLAST EGE PLASTIК SANAYI
VE Tic. A.S.

The first business center for companies
in the construction sector. The business
center is located equidistant from the
construction markets on a 6-lane street.
Leo Tolstoy, which is currently
expanding to st. Auezov and will cross
the entire city from east to west. In
close proximity are interchanges on the
street. Shabdan Baatyr and Ibraimov.
The convenient location allows you to
easily get to the MONOLIT business
center from anywhere in the city.
Today, EGEPLAST is one of the
largest manufacturers of PVC pipes in
Turkey, Europe and the Middle East.
With recent investments, it has
increased its exports to African
countries, as well as to Europe and the
Middle East.

Kyrgyzstan

Turkey

О1

59.
Kazakhstan
Germany
Kyrgyzstan

Plant LLP "Mustang-Decor"
German-Kazakhstan enterprise and
specializes in the production of waterdispersion products of a wide range of
applications, which successfully
compete with recognized global and
domestic brands.

60.

В3

LLC "STIO"

Iran
Kyrgyzstan
The main focus is the sale of Iranian
natural stones of natural origin as well
as the supply of bitumen from Iran,
which is of high quality and reasonable
prices.

G7

Kyrgyzstan

61.

Sarlar Construction LLC

Production and selling the finishing
and construction materials.
Construction and mounting works.
Production of composite stone "Liquid
Travertine"

62.

AUGUST BISHKEK LLC
Official representation "August ir Ko"

Lithuania
Kyrgyzstan
Sewage treatment plant

63.

Akses LLC

Kyrgyzstan

The company is engaged in the
production of building materials such
as polystyrene concrete and paving
stone.

64.

G5

V.A.M. wood Company has been
engaged in woodworking and furniture
production for more than 10 years. We
use technologies that allow us to carry
out products as reliably and efficiently
as possible. V.A.M. wood produces
infrared and Finnish saunas, fonts for
baths and saunas, phyto barrels and
Furaco, as well as all sorts of interior
items (beams, 3D panels, consoles,
etc.) made of wood and veneer of
valuable species!

V.A.M. wood

L3

Russia

L4

LIST of Exhibitors EnergyExpo Kyrgyzstan 2019
International Specialized Energy and Lighting Exhibition

№

1.

Company Name

Service

№
Booth

Transformers and transformer
substations

A3

Country

Minsk Electrotechnical Plant named
after V/I/Kozlov
Belarusian

Ltd “Electrosila”

2.

Ug Cable
RaykhinElektronika TaldyKorgan Cable
KyrSeff

3.

Electrical equipment

The credits and grants of
KyrSEFF for winterization of
housing and growth of your
business

F1

Kyrgyzstan
Russia Ukraine
Germany
Kazakhstan

Kyrgyzstan
B9

“Kabel Tech” LLC

Uzbekistan
Cable and wire products

4.

O2

“Involt” LLP

Kazakhstan
Russia
Ukraine

Supply
electrical products, power equipment

5.

N5

Russia
“Energomera” CJSC
6.

LLC “Ecosvet”
7.

Electronic metering device
manufacturer

We produce and sell lighting
equipment for the following spheres:
- street lighting,
- lighting of production areas,
- lighting of administrative and office
spaces,
- illumination of retail spaces,Illumination for housing services
and agriculture spheres.

O3

Russia

H2

Turkey
CAGDAS PANO
8.

LLC "Electrocomplex"

Production of all types of electrical
panels (boards) and sheet pavilions
(kiosks) with a consumer-oriented
(customer) product from all over the
world

K2

Electrical equipment:

Kyrgyzstan
Turkey
China
Russia

Electrical cable;
wiring accessories, extension cords,
switchboards for automatic
distribution;
circuit breakers, RCDs, magnetic
starters, knife switches;
cable heating system - heated floors

9.

Russia
LLC "Kisan"
10.

LLC IETC

11.

Designs and manufactures electronic
devices, led light sources, led lamps
different purposes: for offices, retail
and warehouse complexes, industrial
facilities, streets and roads, parks and
squares, landscape design, commercial
equipment, furniture, led lamps with
cap.
Company provides integrated energy
efficiency solutions.
We offer: comprehensive engineering,
production and distribution of LED
lighting, energy-saving equipment,
performance of electrical works,
warranty and post-warranty services.
company develops and manufactures
LED lighting solutions in accordance
with individual requirements by large
corporate and government customers.

D5

Russia

C2

Russia
TECHNO-AS LLC
12.

Research and production company
engaged in the development,
production and supply of test and
measuring and search and diagnostic
instruments, equipment for energy
audit.

L6

LIST of Exhibitors KyrgyzComex 2019
International Specialized Exhibition of Road Construction,
Special Equipment and Components
№

Company Name
LLC “Borusan Makina
Kazakhstan”

1.

LLC “Alpha Gradient” ( Shincar)
2.

Service

Production of pipes, steel production
of cold rolling in rolls, is an official
dealer of products in Caterpillar
Kazakhstan
Tires for special equipment.
Shinkar is the only official distributor
in the Kyrgyz Republic of the
Chinese manufacturer of certified
tires KUNLUN (KT) "and"
Shandong Wanda BOTO Tire Co Ltd
". We also provide direct supply of
tires for LongMarch and Armor
special equipment.

№
Booth

Country

Kazakhstan
M3

Kyrgyzstan
China
Street

Poland
Japan
USA

“Dalenergomash Central Asia” LLC
Special equipment and components

3.

L1

Germany
HOFMANN GmbH
4.

Special machinery for road marking

J1

Turkey
YALCIN DORSE DAMPER SAN.
VE TIC. LTD. STI
5.

Production of eight-, six-, five-, fourand three-axle low-bed trailers
(extended hydraulic control or
automatic control), two-axle low-bed
trailers, four-axle trailers (tandem),
container ships, trolleys, semitrailers, semi-trailers- dump trucks
and all types of semi-trailers.

B9

Turkey
Marini Makina A.S.
6.

Road construction equipment

N3

Turkey

GÜVENMAK
The company "GUVEN" is a leading
manufacturer of trailers and bodies in
Turkey

7.

LLC “HOWO CENTER”

8.

“OptimusVia International” LLP
company
9.

Exclusive dealer in the Kyrgyz
Republic of SINOTRUK corporation
(China National Heavy Duty Truck
Group Corp., Ltd.) of the
manufacturer of trucks and special
equipment of the HOWO brand, and
also of XGMA of the manufacturer
of special road-building and mining
equipment, besides, we cooperate
with leading manufacturers of special
equipment in China: SHANTUI,
LIUGONG, XCMG, SANY,
SHACMAN, KAISHAN, etc.
Manufactures and supplies a
complete line of equipment for the
continuous and cyclic production of
hot asphalt mixes of all brands and
categories, equipment for restoring
soils polluted by petrochemicals,
Hydraulic hammers and booms for
them, mobile loading equipment of
hot asphalt mixes to asphalt pavers,
Road milling machines and much
more.

H1

China
Kyrgyzstan
H3

USA
Kazakhstan

N7

Great
Britain
Kazakhstan

“Trans Outload Logistics” LLP
Production of asphalt equipment,
crushing and screening equipment,
equipment for the production of
concrete mixes, road construction
equipment, bitumen storages

10.

F3

Turkey
Putzmeister Makine San. Ve Tic A.S.
11.

Sale of concrete equipment and
concrete pumps

F3

Kyrgyzstan
China

LLC “SMK”
Official Distributor of SHANTUI in
Kyrgyzstan

12.

Street

Russia
USA

“GIFTEK Reflection” LLC
Provide enterprises and the
organization of the road industry
with modern retroreflective materials
for technical means of traffic
management.

13.

O6

Kyrgyzstan
Germany

LLC “Asia Autocentre”

14.

Specializes in the supply of cars and
special equipment of various brands,
its maintenance. As well as the
supply of medical equipment for
emergency medical services.

I2

Russia
Kurgan Plant of Road Machines JSC KURGANDORMASH
15.

“Premium Avto” LLC

16.

"Koloksha's Unit Works" Private
Limited Company
17.

The machine-building enterprise
specializing in the production of
road-building and municipal
engineering.

Is the official dealer for the sale of
Lukoil lubricants for both consumer
and industrial use in the Kyrgyz
Republic. The range of products
offered includes, in addition to a very
wide range of motor and
transmission oils for passenger cars
and trucks, as well as industrial,
hydraulic, compressor, turbine,
transformer, aviation and other types
of oils.

Street

Kyrgyzstan
Russia

F2

Russia
Production of asphalt mixing plants
and spare parts. The company
delivers the best equipment in the
price-quality ratio, which meets all
the basic requirements of the Buyer

H2

Kyrgyzstan
South Korea
“VAL-BIX” LLC
18.

The leading distributor of lubricants
for the market of passenger and
commercial vehicles in Kyrgyzstan.
Official distributor of Kixx lubricants

D2

Turkey
Ceksan Yol Supurme Araclari Mak.
San. ve Tic. Ltd. Sti.
19.

Road Sweepers

A2

"AUTODOM MACHINERY" LLC

20.

The largest supplier of road
construction, earthmoving and lifting
equipment and diesel power plants
JCB - one of the world's leading
manufacturers of heavy industrial
equipment. "AUTODOM
MACHINERY" develops the
direction of sales and service of JCB
equipment throughout Kyrgyzstan.

Great Britain
Kyrgyzstan

L7

Kyrgyzstan
LLC "KORTES" special service
21.

Alpstroy LLC

22.

Provision of services for the
maintenance of road construction and
mining machinery, as well as the
supply of spare parts and
consumables for any type of
machinery.

Surveying equipment from the
world's largest manufacturer, the
company Trimble (USA):
levels, tachometers, GNSS receivers,
scanners, precision farming
equipment, etc.
Unmanned aerial vehicles for
geodesy, cartography and agriculture
SenseFly (Switzerland), Parrot
(France)

C1

Kyrgyzstan
USA
Switzerland
France
В11

Private joint-stock company
“Kremenchuk plant of road machines”

23.

The development and production of
asphalt-mixing and concrete-mixing
plants in such variations: fixed
plants, removable plants, tower type
plants and also soil mixing unit,
supplementary equipment and spare
parts for them, assembly and starting
up –do of asphalt-mixing plants,
adjustment of asphalt-mixing plants,
modernization of late-model plants

Ukraine

М5

Storage battery manufacturer.
TUBOR's batteries are supplied to
assembly lines of world largest
vehicle manufacturers such as
FORD, DERWEIS, RENAULTNISSAN, KIA/HYUNDAI,
BELGEE, GAZ Group,NAMI, as
well as for special projects.

LLC TUBOR
24.

Services in repair of special
equipment, sale of spare parts and
oboruddovaniye, sale of special
equipment

TRUST-Service LLC
25.

Russia

N8

Kyrgyzstan

Corresp
ondence
Particip
ation

Chine

LIST of Exhibitors SafetyExpo Kyrgyzstan 2019
№

1.

International Specialized Exhibition of Industrial Safety and Rescue Means
№
Company Name
Service
Booth
LLC “Delta TECH”
Video surveillance
D6
and security
systems,
components

2.

Carries out work and services
in the field of fire safety.
Fire extinguishers, fire
automatics, fire protection of
wooden structures and metal
structures, air ducts, delivery
and installation of fire doors,
evacuation plans on
photolum film, automatic fire
extinguishing systems, and
fire audit.

3.

The company supplies a
unique range of fire retardant
coatings, including Flamette
C, Flamettek Nitro,
Flamettek Nitro D. These are
highly effective fire retardant
coatings suitable for most
materials.

LLC "Audit Service Optimum"

LLC "Eko-Sol KG"

Country
Kyrgyzstan

H2

Russia

С1

Kyrgyzstan
Great Britain

- Consultations on the norms

LLC "Fire Safety Center"
4.

LLC "Profi IT"
5.

B10

of equipping facilities with
fire fighting equipment.
- Recharge, repair of all types
of fire extinguishers.
- Production, complete set of
fire boards, fire cases, boxes
for sand.
- Installation and subsequent
maintenance of fire alarm
systems and video
surveillance.
- Processing fire retardant
structures of wooden
structures that increase the
fire resistance of metal,
cables, wood, polymer and
textiles (including fabrics,
carpets), preventing wood
from rotting.
The main activities of our
company: the creation,
promotion and advertising of
web sites, the development
of mobile applications and
software.

Kyrgyzstan

B10

Kyrgyzstan
Russia

